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Mulberry Lofts: Where You Want To Be
At Mulberry Lofts, you can truly have it all: a major historic building in the heart of
Downtown Hagerstown’s Arts & Entertainment District and at prices than are 60%
below those of comparable buildings.
Over the past three years, Ridgecrest has made a
significant investment in the renovation and restoration
of Mulberry Lofts. All suites will have new plumbing
and electrical service, a sprinkler system and heating &
air conditioning. Suites have full height demising walls
and 8’ interior walls. The new lobby and elevator are
complimented by a garden in the area between the
“U-shaped” front of the building.
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Yet this well lit and renovated space is available at prices
that are up to 60% less than the cost of comparable
space in Downtown Hagerstown. The suites at Mulberry
Lofts are rented as “full service including utilities,” which
requires a tenant to write a single check for all costs
associated with their occupancy. And the checks are
remarkably small, as little as $7.00/SF for single tenants
or $5.00/SF for Master Tenants and Co-Developers.
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The festive gated courtyard at Mulberry Lofts provides
an excellent venue for staff meetings and special events.
BUSHEY FEIGHT MORIN ARCHITECTS INC.
473 NORTH POTOMAC STREET
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
301.733.5600
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PROPOSED COURTYARD LANDSCAPE PLAN

The Future Now: New City Gateway
Hagerstown has long sought to enhance the City’s principal “gateway” on Route 40.
The coming years will experience significant changes in this location, and Mulberry
Lofts will be one of the major beneficiaries.
Mulberry Lofts is the first major building one sees when
they drive into Hagerstown on Franklin Street. The
incorporation of Mulberry Lofts into the new City gateway
bounded by Franklin, Mulberry, and Washington Streets
and Cannon Avenue is critical both to the continued
revitalization of the Eastern entrance of Hagerstown and
to enhancing the first impression that many people driving
into Hagerstown on the Dual Highway have of the City.
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One has only to look at the adjacent aerial photo of
Mulberry Lofts to imagine the vacant land around the
building transformed to create an entirely new impression
for people driving into the City on the Dual Highway... an
impression of pedestrian walkways and small specialty stores
rather than asphalt and empty space... an impression of
attractive homes rather than back doors... an impression of a
dynamic City where one would want to live and work.
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Imagine: Suite Options
Typical floor plans include 5-6 suites of approximately 2,500SF each. The plans,
however, are very flexible, and all suites can be subdivided or combined to suit the
needs of any business or co-developer.
On the following three pages, we have presented a
series of renderings of typical floor plans and suite
combinations at Mulberry Lofts. These drawings are
for illustrative purposes, for any large suite can be
subdivided, and multiple suites can be combined, to
accommodate a tenant’s needs. Since each tenant’s
needs are different, Ridgecrest typically builds a suite
only after receiving a tenant’s commitment.
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Should a tenant want to reserve a section of a floor
for his colleagues or for the expansion of his business,
Ridgecrest will reserve such space for up to a year at no
cost. We believe that our tenants, Master Tenants and CoDevelopers are our partners in the successful development
of Mulberry Lofts. Our adjacent parking lot, with its
Washington St. entrance, provides secured and gated
parking for our tenants and their customers.
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Proposed suite types: 1st Floor
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Proposed Suite Types: 2nd Floor
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1st FLOOR PLAN W/ PROPOSED SUITES | 12.17.2009
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Proposed suite types: 3rd floor

2nd FLOOR PLAN W/ PROPOSED SUITES | 12.17.2009
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Proposed Suite Types: 4th Floor
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ARCHITECT

3rd FLOOR PLAN W/ PROPOSED SUITES | 12.17.2009
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Enlarged floorplan w/ proposed Suites

ENLARGED FLOOR PLAN W/ PROPOSED SUITES | 12.17.2009
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Invest: Co-Development Opportunities
By investing in Mulberry Lofts, Master Tenants and Co-Developers can realize profits
on their unleveraged investment of up to 100% over a three to five year period.

Entrepreneurs and similar participants in Mulberry Loft’s
development can master lease or purchase suites as
condominiums. This is a classic “buy low-renovate-sell
high” opportunity. A new owner or Master Tenant could
add some selected amenities and then lease the space to
tenants or re-sell all or portions of their real estate. Master
lease prices for co-developers are in the range of $5.00/
SF/year, and sale prices would be in the range of $45/SF.
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The lease price enables a Master Tenant to provide some
amenities and lease the space to others for twice his cost,
thereby earning a 100% annual profit. The $45/SF sale
price is approximately 40% of the replacement cost of
the land and building. As with the re-leasing of space, the
purchaser of an office condominium at Mulberry Lofts for
$45/SF may want to add selected amenities and re-sell
the space for $150/SF or more.

Top Five

Reasons to

Invest in
Mulberry Lofts
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Developing Mulberry Lofts is a "Smart Growth" initiative.
Hagerstown doesn't need to create more buildings and the
infrastructure to support them. We need to utilize our existing
structures where the infrastructure is already in place.
Mulberry Lofts offers a high "urban financial multiplier" effect.
A large development in Downtown Hagerstown means more
foot traffic on City streets, more local purchasers, and support
for the City's Arts & Entertainment District.
Mulberry Lofts is "green." By using existing buildings rather
than creating new facilities, we reduce energy costs and
the substantial carbon footprint of new construction. Historic
structures are the newest "future" of urban architecture.
Mulberry Lofts is people and pedestrian friendly. No one really
wants to work in a sheetrock box illuminated by fluorescent
lighting. And no one wants to have to drive on their lunch hour.
Our fortunate tenants can walk to work.
Mulberry Lofts is the least costly building solution. Creating
interesting spaces in this large facility can save up to 60% of
the cost of new construction. Mulberry’s tenants can have all
of the facility’s benefits and save money at the same time.

Mulberry Lofts
22 North Mulberry Street | Hagerstown, Maryland 21740
301.695.5736

Contact Us

Lori Burton | 301.748.4748 | loriburton@live.com
Frankie Corsi | 301.748.9298 | frankie_corsi@msn.com
John Laughlin | 301.748.2153 | johnlaughlin@live.com

